
First Teacher

Power to the Parents



Brand Vision Statement

“Parents and caregivers in every 
neighborhood are a child's first and most 
important brain builder, teacher, fiercest 
advocates and greatest stakeholders. 
Together, we cultivate our children's innate 
ability and desire to be lifelong learners.”



Problem & Objective

A Two-Way Lack of Awareness: 
First Teacher does not have an 
explicit marketing outreach to 
connect with potential new 
audiences, and potential donors do 
not know about First Teacher.
 
● Maintain existing donors and 

increase monthly contributors,
● Attract more individual 

contributors.



First Teacher wants to build a safe, 
supportive, and non-judgmental 
community. It aims to increase 
parent’s confidence and competence, 
as well as prepare young children to 
be school and world-ready.

● Young teachers age 20-35
● Work in kindergarten or Elementary 

school in the Greater Boston area 
● Enthusiastic about early education
● Caring and approachable
● Empathize with the experience of 

parenthood
● Interested in social events 
● Social media users

Proposition Target Audiences



Key Insight

● Teachers want all their 
incoming students to 
have equal early 
childhood education 
opportunities



Key Trend

● Over half of millennials define themselves 
by their jobs

● Young professionals seek social change in 
their everyday lives and are turning away 
from traditional institutions to effect that 
change



● Networking community for the young teachers, 
giving them the motive to stay and remain involved 
in First Teacher.

● Symbiotic relationship between First Teacher and 
young teachers in Boston will create a network for 
teachers from all boroughs of Boston to share their 
work and make sure the students are getting equal 
education.

● Productive community space for the lower income 
students to get the extra time they need with 
educators to learn and grow as individuals in a 
supportive and positive community.



● Middle-class freelancer

● Has two kids

● Experienced and accommodating  

● Community advocate

● Family-driven

● Supports local businesses and non-profit 

organizations, actively participates in 

community events and social gatherings

● Passionate about bringing the community 

together

● Tries to balance work, family, and social 

engagements



● Limited budget

● Child-centered

● Caring mom

● Networking enthusiast



Supporting Research
● 48 percent of lower-income children compared to 75 

percent of children from moderate or high-income 
households are ready for school at age five, resulting in 
a 27 percentage point gap in school readiness.

● Parent involvement and greater student achievement 
have been positively linked to different levels of 
schooling.

● Researchers Grolnick and Slowiaczek found that parent 
practices can be referred to as intellectual 
enrichment—providing children with enriching 
activities outside of school that can contribute to 
success in the classroom.

(Pomerantz, Moorman, & Litwack, 2007)



Stakeholder Interview Highlights

Mina Melissa

● Participant of
Parenting Cohort

● Mother of 4
● Community builder
● Discovered First

Teacher via app
● Works in education,

believes Boston
teachers would be
good partners to First
Teacher

● Teaching background
● Mother
● First Teacher advocate
● Indicated working

teachers likely to be
divided between work and
home lives - difficulty
participating directly

● Notes upper middle class
women likely to
encourage individual
contributions through
their networks



Stakeholder Interview Highlights

Profile: 
● A long-time supporter
● Witnessed different levels of preparedness

among children.

Motivations:
● Transparent management of First Teacher
● Never over-accomplished
● Creative staffJamie



The primary reason for young people to participate in a 

non-profit organization is to make contributions to society 

(32.5%).

47% of respondents show interest to participate in 
First Teacher

‘Social Media as the Primary Channel’

84
of college students consider

“I want to participate in First Teacher if the event is fun! ” (40%)



Creative #1
Hi. We’re a mission to empower parents and prepare Boston’s 
pre-K children for school and the world beyond it. We’ve built a 
close knit community challenging systemic racism. This cause 
takes partners and to power the movement. That’s why your 
contribution as a fellow teacher and advocate matters deeply. Take 
part in this mission by becoming a fellow teacher.

More About First Teacher
We’re a cohort of collaborative parents facilitating meetups where 
other caregivers can meet, connect with their kids, and exchange 
advice. For as little as $5 each month you’ll sustain a safe space 
for kids ages 0-5 and their first teachers.

First time hearing about First Teacher? Check us out on Twitter, 
Facebook or Instagram! 

With gratitude, 
The First Teacher Community



Creative #2



Creative #3-A



Creative #3-B




